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COMMODITY_______________________________              DATE_________________________ 

TREND __________________________________ 

SUPPORT: 

1.  __________ 

2.  __________ 

RESISTANCE: 

1. ___________ 
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ATM STRADDLE PRICE 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 MONTH ________  STRIKE________ PRICE________VOL_______ 

 

FUND POSITION__________________________ 

Notes (vol, skew, daily activity): 

 

 

 

 

MOVING AVERAGE: 

 50 DAY ____________ 

 

 200 DAY ____________ 

 

Notable Trades: 

Corn 4/6/2020 - 4/9/2020

Lower

330 364 3/4
325 1/2

394 1/4

335

344

K

N

Z

330 11 1/2 21.5%

335 28 3/4 23.25%

350 47 3/4

-110k COT (-11k w/w)

21.75%

4/6 K330/340c 3 3/8¢ 1000x
M340/320p v 334 3/4 d.21
     9 1/4¢ 1300x

U370c v 342 3/4 d.34 11¢ 1000x
K335c 5 3/4 - 6¢ 2000x
Z420c 6 1/2¢ 1000x

N320p 7¢ 900x
N320p 7 1/2¢ 1300x
N360 ST 37 1/2¢ 1000x
N330p v335 d.42 12 3/8¢ 1000x
N320p v335 d.32 8 3/8¢ 1000x
N350 ST 32 7/8¢ 1200x

4/7

4/8

Corn finshed the week up 1¢ with vol down 3 1/2% in the front month, down less in the backs. 

Choppy trade in Corn as funds and traders try to grapple with what to do with these low, but seemingly
hopeless, corn prices. We have what seems to be the perfect storm for corn, good stocks, high 
planting numbers (over highest expectations), low demand led by ethanol, and question marks out 
of China. And we haven't even mentioned the global economic concerns. 

$3 Corn seems inevitable, but the market is pretty resiliant and doesn't really want to capitualte to that
level. It seems like we're setting up for a slow grind, hoping all the while for somthing to spark a bounce
in this makret. It's our opinion that all rallies are selling opportunites. With vol at these levels, and prices
this low, you can play the short side fairly cheaply by buying put spreds. 

Longer term cheap shots for bounces could be simple call spreads, or wide butterflies. We're not looking
here for the spreads to expire in the money, but maybe get some kind of bounce from 2¢ to 8¢-10¢.
Small trading profits as part of the larger picture. 
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Wheat 4/6/2020 - 4/9/2020

+27k COT (-9k w/w)

Neutral / no trend

528 1/4

542
542

528 1/4

561 3/4

570

K

N

Z

555 26 3/4 30%

555 55 1/2 27.25%

570 78 1/4 22%

4/7 M580c 10 1/2¢ 500x
M580c 9 5/8¢ 500x
N550/500 2x3 31¢ 150x
                       30 7/8¢ 50x
                       30 1/4¢ 50x

Wheat finsihed the week up 7 1/4¢ with vol steady. Choppy trade in this holiday shortened week as 
wheat only finsihed up on the week due to the price action Thursday. 

Wheat seemed to be headed lower after crop conditions came in very good on the Monday afternoon
report. Wheat started Thursday higher and kept trading higher through the report that was netural for 
wheat but bearish for the other commodities (though price didn't respond that way).

As always, Wheat continues to be impacted by global factors that are different from what's impacting
corn and beans. We see what looks like a topping pattern still in place, a test of the 200 day moving 
average would seem in order despite the fact that most analysts are still calling for wheat to rally. 

Vol is quite high and reflecting the uncertainty of the price activity. Skew is pretty even on both sides 
of ATM, but we have seen call activity pick up lately with the selloff in fund positioning, we expect this
trend of call buying/futures selling to continue steadily. 
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Soybeans 4/6/2020 - 4/9/2020

K

N

X

860 19 1/2 14%

870 48 1/2 15.25%

880 82 1/4 16%

+17k COT (-5k w/w)

Weakly lower

840

880848 1/2

921 1/4

880

897

4/7 X1400c 1/2¢ 900x
N910c v 865 d.27 10 1/2¢ 500x
N820p v 861 1/2 d.24 9 1/8¢ 500x
N870c/X840p -6 5/8¢ 500x

K21 880p/N980c even 500x

K820p 5/8¢ 600x
N960c/820p rr v 871 d.26 
         -2 1/2¢ 600x

4/8

4/9

Beans finsihed the week up 9 1/2¢ with May vol down 2%. The other months finshed with vol unched
as we are already coming from such a low vol enviorment. 

USDA numbers came in bearish to neutral for soybeans but they managed to shrug them off. Beans 
were trading higher going into the 11 o'clock report hour, and just stayed at that same level, seemingly
ignoring any new news from the report given that its wasn't really jarring. 

There are rumors circulating that of potential shutdowns of South American ports due to Covid-19. 
We typically see port shutdown rumors this time of year anways, just a new reason this year. The 
market always seems to react to these rumors temporarily.

Beans seem to be waiting on gloabal concerns to subside to see what kind of buying China emerges 
with. We expect supply to be tremendous, demand remains the question mark.




